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Dust by Arthur Slade, Paperback | Barnes & Noble®
This is a magical, but frightening, vision of life seen through the eyes of an imaginative child caught "on the cusp between boy and man. Beautifully, almost poetically written, it is also well read by the author, Arthur Slade. With exquisite pacing, Mr.Slade narrates with clarity and just the right intonation to
give meaning and emotion to his ...
Character Descriptions - Dust by Arthur Slade
Review: As I wrote in my Tumblr post today, Dust by Arthur Slade starts out in the style of W.O. Mitchell but then turns into Ray Bradbury., which explains the dedication and other articles I’ve read where Slade talks about his book. I just read Who Has Seen the Wind by W.O. Mitchell yesterday, and I admit, it took
me awhile to get into Slade ...
Dust by Arthur Slade | Amy's Marathon of Books
In Dust Arthur Slade, author of the Northern Frights novels and Saskatchewan-born and bred himself, melds the classic prairie boy story – introspective lad in closely observed setting has cathartic growing-up experience – with the equally classic small-town horror tale – evil charismatic stranger with unearthly
powers wreaks havoc upon ...
Dust By Arthur Slade
Magic enters the story in the form of butterflies, frozen statues, and a dust-like substance connected to the soul. Well-chosen imagery, skillfully crafted sentences, and a remarkably effective sense of atmosphere distinguish Slade's work.
Arthur Slade - Wikipedia
Tension is the key to this well-written piece by Arthur Slade. Reading Dust reminded me of the high voltage power lines that passed through the back pasture of my grandparents' farm. No matter how far away I was from them, as long as I was on the farm I could hear the steady thrumming they generated.
Dust — Arthur Slade: Worlds of Wonder & Imagination
Dust by Arthur Slade Set in a dry, dusty Canadian town during the Depression Era, young Robert Steelgate is missing his young brother Matthew. Yet the disturbing thing is that he seems to be the only person missing him. A stranger comes to town promising rain and that is the same time kids start disappearing.
Coincidence, or not?
DUST by Arthur Slade | Kirkus Reviews
Summary of Dust By Arthur Slade. For those of you who are on the brink of reading this book, I’d like to tell you a little bit about it first. It all starts off when Robert's little brother Matthew mysteriously disappears while he was taking a walk by himself into town. A couple months go by with no sight of Matthew,
and Robert
Dust (Audiobook) by Arthur Slade | Audible.com
The first of the 2015 Reading challenge vlogs is here! Apologies for choppiness, it's cut from about five takes as I had excessive cat interference! Them crazy moggies. This is for Dust by Arthur ...
Children's Book Review: DUST by Arthur Slade, Author ...
Dust Quotes. Want to Read saving ... ? Arthur Slade, Dust. tags: mythology. 2 likes. Like “I feel sorry for you. One morning you will get up and your dreams will stay in your pillow.” ? Arthur Slade, Dust. 1 likes. Like “But here, under the wide blue skies, the wind was the flood. Everyone drowned in it.”
Dust: Arthur Slade: 9781495470059: Amazon.com: Books
My favorite part in the novel is when Arthur Slade describes Abram Harsich. He describes him as a pale white, red eyed devil with gloves covering his aged wrinkly hands. Whoever gets in front of Abram on his own path suddenly "Disintegrates" and is "Eliminated". Arthur Slade makes me think that Abram is the devil and
also half god.
Dust | Quill and Quire
Arthur Gregory Slade (born July 9, 1967 in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan) is a Canadian author. A resident of Saskatoon, he was raised on a ranch in the Cypress Hills and began writing in high school. He attended the University of Saskatchewan in Saskatoon and received an English Honours degree in 1989. His first short
story was published that same year.
Dust Quotes by Arthur Slade - Goodreads
Book Review: Dust by Arthur Slade All I had to know was that the description on Amazon said this book was for fans of Ray Bradbury (and Stephen King, but for me, Bradbury is the boss). That, and that the beautifully drawn cover promised something magical, and I love magical stories.
Novel Matters: Book Review: Dust by Arthur Slade
Dust. By Arthur Slade. Grades. 9-12 Genre. Fiction <p>Seven-year-old Matthew disappearsone day on a walk into Horshoe, a dust bowl farm town in Depression-era Saskatchewan. Other children go missing just as a strange man named Abram Harsich appears in town. He dazzles the townspeople with the promises of a rainmaking
machine.
Dust by Arthur Slade - Goodreads
Dust [Arthur Slade] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A rainmaker brings rain to a drought-stricken town, but the children begin to disappear...Strange things are happening in Horshoe
Dust, Book by Arthur Slade (Mass Market Paperback) | www ...
Set in drought-devastated Saskatchewan between the world wars, Slade's (Tribes) eerie novel opens as seven-year-old Matthew Steelgate gets into a truck driven by a stranger with hypnotic powers of ...
| Scholastic
About the Author. ARTHUR SLADE was raised on a ranch in the Cypress Hills of Saskatchewan.He is the author of seventeen novels for young readers including The Hunchback Assignments, which won the prestigious TD Canadian Children’s Literature Award, and its three sequels, and Dust, winner of the Governor General’s
Award for Children’s Literature.

Dust Arthur Slade
“ “Read the riveting first chapter of Dust, and you’re already past the point of no return. Arthur Slade writes with the grace and power of a hypnotist, and you won’t be able to put this book down. It’s sensational.” ” — Kenneth Oppel, NY Times Bestselling Author of The Nest
Summary - Dust by Arthur Slade
Abram Harsich is a Lepidopterist. He uses a special butterfly, Kachina, to abduct children to steal their soul dust, because he hasn't got one (a soul). He says he came to Horshoe to build a rainmill, because there was a drought. Abram is somewhat mysterious, yet nobody suspects him until he is gone. Kachina the
Butterfly Queen
2015 Reading Challenge, book one: Dust by Arthur Slade
In a style that has stomach muscles tightening right from the first sentence,Arthur Slade brings a new and sophisticated brand of psychological fear to theyoung-adult market. Dust is a story that will leave audiences breathless.
Amazon.com: Dust eBook: Arthur Slade: Kindle Store
If only Robert could stay safely away from the ominous, supernatural stranger who brings rain to Horshoe.A haunting and compelling read.Winner of the Governor General's Award.Arthur Slade is the author of eighteen bestselling books, including Megiddo's Shadow, Jolted and Flickers.
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